
PhotoVoice digital narrative instruction guide 

 

PhotoVoice is a digital narrative which tells a visual / verbal story created through video, or 

photographs with an accompanying verbal/written story about the images.   

 

Focus of your PhotoVoice:   Construct a digital narrative as a reflection of your time during 

the COVID-19 lockdown period (Terms 1 and 2, 2020 school year). 

 

Study the prompts list (see below).  Select from phones/cameras a number of 

photographs taken during the COVID-19 lockdown period or take new photographs 

that relate to the ideas on the prompts list. There should be no people in the images.  

 

Then consider the images and elaborate (verbal or written) on the prompts. It is 

expected that it will take about 30 minutes to construct the digital narrative. However, 

as you may enjoy doing the activity, there is no limit to how much is said or written as 

part of the narrative and the number of photographs shared.  

 

At the start of your narrative, please tell us the level of school you work in, Early 

Childhood, Primary or Secondary Education and you may like to choose your own 

pseudonym for us to refer to you as during the study. 

 

To present: There are three options that can be used to present the PhotoVoice digital 

narrative.  

 

Option 1 Video recording 

Install an App onto mobile phones, such as iMovie (iPhone) or VivaVideo (for Andriod), 

which integrates photographs and voice recording(s) into one file.  The following YouTube 

links are instructional videos for those interested in this option  

 

For iphone:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsNnuBTTnc4 

For Android:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBrXpRkwqyk 

 

Option 2  Photographs and using a voice recorder such as one on a mobile phone. 

 

Select photographs, copy and paste them into a Word document or a PowerPoint so that they 

are presented in a numbered order. Record the narrative, first stating the photographs number 

so that the researchers can identify which photographs are being spoken about in the voice 

recordings.  

 

Option 3 Photographs and written narrative.  

 

Select photographs, copy and paste them into a Word document, write a narrative which 

accompanies the photographs. Number them to ensure that the researchers knows which 

photograph is being referred to in the text.  

 

Teachers who are visually impaired may wish to submit a verbal recording of their 

reflections. 

 

Prompts list to generate ideas:  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsNnuBTTnc4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBrXpRkwqyk


- Teaching methods  

- Experiences with technology 

- Communication with students, colleagues, and school management 

- Structure of the workday 

- Resourcing (time, workspace, internet) 

- Professional development support 

- Relationship with students, parents, colleagues, school management 

- Strengths and challenges of working from home 

- Introduction and/or impact of any new policies 

- Emotions associated with changing role as a teacher and the shift to new spaces for 

working/teaching. 
 

How to submit Consent form and PhotoVoice narrative 

  

1. Print off and sign the consent form, scan it as a PDF, submit it with your completed 

PhotoVoice narrative.  

Alternative methods of electronically signing the consent form: 

• Sign the document and photograph it. Include as part of your photographs 

• Sign a piece of paper, scan or photograph it and save the image to your 

computer. The image can be copy and pasted into the consent form. 

 

2.   Ensure that the PhotoVoice pieces are well labelled so they can be collated by the 

researchers. For example, include your last name as part of the file name and state what the 

file holds: 

Betlem Powerpoint /Word document of photographs OR 

Betlem voice recording OR 

Betlem, Video  

AND 

Betlem Consent form  
 

All identifiers will be removed once your submission has been collated into a folder, under a 

pseudonym. 
 

 

3.   Submit the signed participant consent form and completed PhotoVoice to the ‘drop 

folder’.  

 

Found at:  https://cloud.une.edu.au/index.php/s/wsGJwHPFdE9TOMq 

 

A new page opens asking for a password  …. Password is PhotoVoice 

             

This opens a drop box.  

 

‘Select all’ of the files you wish to submit. Then Drag and drop them into the box. 

Below the box, a list of what has been submitted will appear.  

 

If preferred one file at a time can be submitted. 
 

Please submit by Monday 30 November, 2020    

https://cloud.une.edu.au/index.php/s/wsGJwHPFdE9TOMq

